Abstract. We prove that whenever the coherent information of a one-mode Gaussian channel is non-zero its supremum is achieved for the infinite input power. This is a well established fact for the zero additive classical noise, whereas the nonzero case has not been studied in detail. The presented analysis fills the gap for three canonical classes of one-mode Gaussian channels: the lossy and amplifying channel class and classical noise channels. For the remaining one-mode Gaussian channel classes the coherent information is known to vanish.
Introduction
Quantum capacity of a noisy quantum channel G is the highest rate at which quantum information can be sent down the channel and faithfully recovered from the channel's output. The quantum capacity is given by the formula [1] [2] [3] Q(G) = lim
where I coh (G) ≡ Q (1) (G) = sup ̺ I(A B) σ is the one-shot coherent information [4] . The supremum is taken over all input states ̺ to the channel G : ̺ A → σ B and I(A B) σ df = H(B) σ − H(BR) σ is the non-optimized coherent information [5] where Tr R σ BR = σ B . The von Neumann entropy H(B) σ is evaluated on the B subsystem of σ BR and R denotes a purifying system of the input state ̺ A . This is the best characterization of quantum communication capabilities of a quantum channel as of today and the situation is not entirely satisfactory. The need for regularization in Eq. (1) has its origin in the fact that Q
(1) (G ⊗2 ) = 2Q (1) (G) -the coherent information is known to be non-additive [6] for a general quantum channel G. This ultimately means that Q(G) = Q
(1) (G). Because of these problems it may happen that a better characterization of quantum communication capabilities of a quantum channel will be developed which is not based on the coherent information. Until then, the coherent information is a useful lower bound but there are situations where even to calculate the coherent information can be a challenge. One of them is the case of bosonic Gaussian channels. Bosonic Gaussian channels transform Gaussian optical states (such as a singlemode squeezed state) into Gaussian states and the name comes from a Gaussian profile of a probability function in phase space. Gaussian states and maps essentially describe the physics of a quantum harmonic oscillator as an example of an elementary infinite-dimensional quantum system. The motivation behind the need to study Gaussian operations is two-fold: they are accessible to an analytical treatment and Gaussian optical states are easily prepared and manipulated in a laboratory.
To make matters more simple it is instructive to start with the one-mode Gaussian transformations. These maps correspond to the action of one-mode Gaussian (OMG) channels on (one-mode) Gaussian states whose complete classification has been accomplished [7] . Probably the second main reason behind the classification of OMG channels (the first one being the classification itself) is the ability to quantify the channels' quantum communication capabilities in terms of channel capacities. Recall that they represent natural quantum optical processes such as the phase-insensitive amplifier or unbalanced beam-splitter [8] . If nothing else, the knowledge of how reliably they transmit quantum information can be of a great practical use. The question of the classical capacity of a OMG channel has been elucidated [9] (at least in the most important case of phase-insensitive OMG channels, see also [10, 11] ). However, for the quantum capacity the situation is less encouraging [5, [12] [13] [14] . First of all, the quantum capacity is known only in two cases: (i) for so-called antidegradable channels [15] where the capacity is zero (but can be used for the quantum capacity superactivation phenomenon [16] ) and (ii) for a tiny fraction of OMG channels that are known to be degradable [17] where the capacity is nonzero and calculable [5, 14, 18] . For the rest of OMG channels the generic computable lower bound is the one-shot coherent information as mentioned earlier. But here is the catch -the one-shot coherent information contains an optimization step over the unconstrained input mean photon number and as it turns out, only in a certain case the coherent information is manifestly maximized when the input signal power goes to infinity (leading to a finite value of the coherent information) [5] . In more detail, every OMG can be purified by a two-mode Gaussian unitary whose reference (environment) mode need not be a pure state but rather a mixed Gaussian state. This will have an effect on what OMG channel can be obtained by tracing over the reference mode. Ignoring it would result in an incomplete classification and missing important examples of OMG channels. So this is the key point. The coherent information can be relatively easily optimized if the environment contains no additive classical noise. But the task becomes considerably harder in a general case.
Here we resolve this issue and show that if the environment contains additional classical noise then whenever the coherent information is positive it is maximized for the infinite input power. Otherwise it is zero because the only non-negative value corresponds to the zero input power. The proof is greatly facilitated by an Figure 1 . The non-optimized coherent information defined in Eq. (2) is plotted to illustrate its non-trivial dependence on the input power N. This is a case of G ∈ C(loss) with the chosen parameters τ = 2/3 and K = 1/12 for the grey curve and K = 1/8 for the blue curve.
interesting identity involving expressions derived from the von Neumann entropy for bosonic Gaussian systems. The identity could be useful in solving other problems involving the capacities of Gaussian channels. Note that from the text below Eq. (5.8) in the seminal Ref. [12] it seems that the problem is trivial. The authors claim that the coherent information is always an increasing function of the input power including arbitrary additive classical noise. However, a quick glance at Fig. 1 shows that this is not true. A more correct statement can be found in [5] where we can read below Eq. (12.188) that the very same coherent information is a complicated function of the input power (see also the last paragraph of [7] ). We will show in this paper that the conclusion from [12] is true after all. What we found here is perhaps an expected result but the author is not aware of its proof in any form.
OMG channels and their coherent information
For a comprehensive review of OMG channels we refer the reader to the original paper [7] or eventually [5, 8] . Schäfer's thesis [19] possibly contains the most detailed account of OMG channels focused on the classical capacity problem. Here we only mention that the OMG channels investigated in this paper belong to the class of lossy channels C(loss), amplifying channel class C(amp) and socalled classical noise channels B 2 as an extreme case of the previous two (for τ → 1, see below). These are commonly called phase-insensitive OMG channels and they represent natural optical transformations of bosonic Gaussian states [8, 19] . The reason to focus on them is that the quantum capacity (and so the coherent information) is known to be zero for the rest of OMG channels [7, 12, 15] and therefore they are useless for reliable quantum communication. The only exception is the identity channel whose coherent information diverges [12] . It itself is a special case of B 2 .
In the following we review the entropic quantities first introduced in [12] with a slightly modified nomenclature. Let's recall the expression for the optimized coherent information of a Gaussian channel G and introduce the non-optimized coherent information G(N, K, τ ):
where N = Tr[̺ a † a] is the mean particle number of an input Gaussian state ̺ and g(x) is its von Neumann entropy [20] g(x)
Modifying the notation from [12] (see also [5] ), we set
where K ≥ 0 is the parameter representing the environment additive classical noise (K = 0 means no classical noise) and τ is the parameter modulating the loss or gain of the corresponding optical element (unbalanced beam-splitter for C(loss) in the first line of (4a) or parametric amplifier for C(amp) in the second line). We must not forget to introduce
and for future reference we also define
holds for all
We present a few simple auxiliary lemmas in order to prove Theorem 1. We start with the lossy channel class C(loss).
Note that this result already appeared in [12] .
Proof. (i) Just for comfort we set N → 1/N and expand f around N = 0 yielding f =
and Eq. (3) we immediately obtain (8) (for N → 0).
(ii) In this limit both summands diverge for N → 0 (recall our transformation N → 1/N) but the infinities conveniently cancel. First, in a manner similar to the previous calculation, we obtain
Before taking the limit we expand ℓ around zero:
and by using
we find
After the similar procedure for 1 + ℓ we find
By subtracting it from Eq. (11) we can finally take the limit and obtain the RHS of Eq. (9).
(ii)
Proof. (i) The rightmost inequality is a standard lower bound for the logarithm function. The first, tighter, inequality is a special case of the logarithmic mean inequality [21] z − x log z − log x < x + z 2 valid for z > x > 0 where we set
> 0 because of the second inequality in (15) .
Proof. In order to verify
where p is given by Eq. (5), we employ two convenient upper bounds on p. The first bound is b 1 = 1 + k + N + Nτ ≥ p and the second one
is the asymptotic p approaches from below for N → ∞. Then we get 1
for 1/2 ≤ τ < 1.
Proof. sup x∈Ix |f n (x)−f (x)| = 0 is an equivalent criterion for the uniform convergence of f n to f . This is indeed satisfied by inspection and by defining g n = f −f n we explicitly find g
be the non-optimized coherent information.Then G(N, K, τ ) has at most one stationary point for N ∈ R + whenever 1/2 ≤ τ < 1 and K ≥ 0.
Proof. Stationary points are revealed by exploring
Before we proceed to tackle the problem of how many times the above equality can be satisfied, we first take a look at the derivatives' behavior when K = 0. In this case f = 0, η = Nτ and ℓ = N(1 − τ ) and there is no stationary point since Eq. (20) becomes
The inequality holds for 1/2 < τ < 1 thanks to Lemma 4 and inequality (16) . 
we see that unlike for K = 0, the expression lim N →0
whenever K > 0. This is because of a "jump" from +∞ when K = 0 to a finite value for any positive K in Eq. (22a). But strictly speaking, the discontinuity occurs only for N = 0 as can be seen from
and this point is absent from I N = I x . By choosing K arbitrarily small positive we must necessarily get
in an open neighborhood of N = 0 (the non-negative complement of the set I N ). Therefore inequality Eq. (21) obtained for K = 0 gets "immediately" reversed but because G is a continuous function of K it is intuitively clear that for K ≫ 0 the curves will not be deformed much. More precisely, we may invoke Lemma 5 showing uniform convergence of is nicely approximated (i.e. in the sense of the ∞-norm) by ∂G ∂N K on I N as K → 0. But this is not enoughthe uniform convergence does not inform us about a more detailed behavior. In particular, whether the functions intersect when approaching each other and how many times. The intuition suggests that the curves' order should be preserved for K ≫ 0 and so the number of intersections is odd and most likely just one.
Let's put the intuition on a firm foundation. The main idea is based on an elementary calculus criterion for increasing/decreasing functions: If w ′ (x) > 0 (w ′ (x) < 0) for all x ∈ (r, s), where the prime denotes differentiating, then w(x) is increasing (decreasing) in (r, s). Using this we will show that the LHS of Eq. (20) is a decreasing function of K for all N > 0 and 1/2 < τ < 1 while the RHS is increasing. Henceforth, they intersect just once. The LHS is easy to analyze:
which is negative for all investigated parameters. For the RHS we first observe
This allows us to write the RHS of Eq. (20) as
where we defined
Eqs. (5) and (6) were used. We differentiate w.r.t to K and ask whether the following inequality holds:
To prove it we reshuffle things a bit by multiplying by F and dividing by ∂h ∂K and use the lower bound from Eq. (15)
Astonishingly, the second inequality is saturated. This is a non-trivial identity revealed only after a tedious calculation that we will not perform here. For the reader's convenience, we will list the remaining expressions participating in (29):
We conclude that the RHS of Eq. (20) is increasing as a function of K for all N. Since
holds for K = 0 and 1/2 < τ < 1 (see Eq. (21)) and
we can see that both sides intersect exactly once.
Remark 7. We are not able to analytically solve Eq. (20) and find the intersection point (if we were able to do it we would likely not need the previous proposition). Just out of curiosity, numerical analysis suggests that as N → ∞ the intersection point converges to a certain value as a function of K and for a given τ . This implies that there exists a threshold value K th > 0 where if K > K th the function G(N, K, τ ) is never positive. This is exemplified on the blue curve for a lossy OMG channel in Fig. 1 .
Remark 8.
The proposition can also be applied for 0 < τ < 1/2 -inequality Eq. (21) gets reversed for K = 0 leading to
and the proved proposition informs us that the inequality will remain unchanged for K > 0. For the illustration see the relevant part of the green region in Fig. 2 where the quantum capacity is known to be zero [15] and so is the coherent information.
Before we proceed with the proof of the main theorem we have to repeat the whole procedure for the class of amplifying quantum channels C(amp). The analysis is qualitatively similar to the C(loss) case (including an intriguing identitỳ a la the saturated second inequality in Eq. (29)) but it is different enough not to be omitted. We will be sketchy during some repetitive steps, though, such as the next lemma whose proof is nearly identical to the proof of Lemma 2. Recall that from this point onwards, our definition of η becomes the second line of Eq. (4a) and subsequently the remaining quantities in Eqs. (4) and (5) change as well.
Proposition 10. The non-optimized coherent information G(N, K, τ ) has at most one stationary point for N ∈ R + whenever τ > 1 and K ≥ 0.
Proof. Similarly to Proposition 6 we will be asking whether Eq. (20) can be satisfied and show that it happens at most at one point for N ≥ 0. We start with a simple case K = 0 to reveal subtle differences compared to the lossy case. We can see that η = (1 + N)τ − 1, f = (1 + N)(−1 + τ ) and ℓ = 0. Therefore,
where the inequality follows from the logarithm properties and because of τ > 1.
Contrary to the lossy case, when K > 0 the behavior for N 0 does not reverse the inequality since
and so clearly lim N →0
> 0 as in (33). However, setting K > 0 makes ℓ and g(ℓ) nonzero for N > 0. The function g(ℓ) is itself a well-behaved function for N ≥ 0 but its derivative has a discontinuity at N = 0:
This is an equivalent of the discontinuity in the lossy case leading to
in a sufficiently small neighborhood of N = 0. Hence, by a different route compared to the lossy case, we again obtain
The rest of the proof for the general case K > 0 can be adapted almost verbatim from the lossy case starting with the equivalent of Eq. (24):
which is negative for all investigated parameters. Since the relation Eq. (25) remains unchanged for the amplifying case, we can use the bound from Lemma 3 and again find the second inequality in Eq. (29) saturated:
It contains the following expressions:
where q comes from the second line of Eq. (6).
Proof of Theorem 1. We find for both 1/2 < τ < 1 (the lossy class C(loss)) and τ > 1 (the amplifying class C(amp))
and following Lemma 2 and Lemma 9 we can write (cf. [12] ):
(41) The infinite limit can be both negative and positive as illustrated in Fig. 1 for the lossy case. If it is positive then a stationary point discovered in Proposition 6 and 10 for K > 0 is necessarily a global minimum whose value is negative (see the grey curve in Fig. 1 as an example) as implied by Eq. (23) in the lossy case and Eq. (36) in the amplifying case. If lim N →∞ G(N, K, τ ) < 0 the coherent information cannot be positive for any 0 ≤ N < ∞ since again there is at most one stationary point and it is always negative. For K = 0 the situation is even simpler. There is no stationary point and the coherent information is monotone decreasing on R + with a maximum at N = 0 whose value is zero. This concludes the proof. Remark 11. If the limit Eq. (41) is negative, three possibilities can occur: (i) there is still a global minimum but the non-optimized coherent information G does not cross zero and remains negative, (ii) there is no stationary point and G is negative and monotone decreasing and, (iii) there is an inflection point and G again remains negative. In all cases the (zero) maximum of the coherent information is achieved for N = 0 because of Eq. (40) valid for the lossy and amplification case. Note that the numerical analysis suggests that there is never an inflection point.
Even though the case τ = 1 belongs to a formally different class of channels B 2 called classical noise channel, nothing dramatic happens in the above analysis as long as K = 0. As a matter of fact, the expressions in Proposition 10 simplify and manifestly keeps on holding as we approach τ = 1 from the right. Hence we have the following Corollary. Figure 2 . A section of the parameter region covering three OMG channel classes is depicted: C(loss) for 0 < τ < 1, B 2 for τ = 1 and y > 0 and C(amp) for τ > 1. The purple area contains OMG channels whose coherent information (and therefore quantum capacity) is positive. The green area are channels whose quantum capacity (and therefore coherent information) is zero. The channels from the white area in between have zero coherent information but their quantum capacity is unknown. All three color regions continue indefinitely for τ > 0. The dashed lines are given by the condition K = 1/2(y − |1 − τ |) = 0 so they represent the zero additive noise channels. The brickwall (also extending indefinitely) denotes an unphysical region where Gaussian maps are not completely positive.
Corollary 12.
holds for all K > 0.
The identity channel is obtained for K = 0 where I coh (B 2 ) diverges.
Discussion
In this work we proved that the coherent information of one-mode Gaussian (OMG) channels is optimized in the limit of infinite input signal power. This has been known to trivially hold in the case of zero additive classical noise but the nonzero additive noise case is less obvious thanks to a non-trivial dependence of the coherent information on the input power. The proof was made relatively straightforward thanks to an interesting identity involving quantities derived from the von Neumann entropy for bosonic Gaussian systems. The identity may eventually become useful elsewhere.
In a sense, the current analysis covers almost all phase-insensitive OMG channels (using measure-theoretic terms) whose coherent information is non-vanishing. The channels with zero additive noise form a mere boundary of the region delimiting the channels with nonzero additive classical noise. This can be best visualized using a reparametrization of the additive noise parameter K = 1/2(y−|1−τ |) ≥ 0 where τ ∈ R and y ≥ 0 that appears in [19] and is also used in [9, 10] . By investigating when lim N →∞ G(N, K, τ ) > 0 holds, we will obtain a plot identical to a figure from [22] where, incidentally, the currently studied OMG channels appeared in the context of black holes physics and the related issue of information loss. No need to say that the study presented here is independent of any physical interpretation.
Looking at Fig. 2 we can appreciate two facts. As previously mentioned, we realize the scope of Theorem 1. The channels with zero additive noise K = 0 whose coherent information is easy to optimize [5] are only those lying on the dashed boundary. The OMG channels treated in this work form an infinite quarter-plane given by K > 0. However, only the region τ > 0 is interesting since the class of conjugate OMG channels D, defined for negative τ , is known to be entanglement breaking and therefore cannot be used for reliable quantum communication. In fact, as we can see from the figure, the relevant (purple) region exists for τ > 1/2. For 0 < τ ≤ 1/2 the OMG channels are antidegradable [15] and so their coherent information is zero. More importantly, the result of the main theorem can be summarized by saying that in the purple area the one-shot coherent information G(N, K, τ ) cannot be made greater by a different choice of N other than N → ∞ and, conversely, the coherent information cannot be made nonzero in the white area between the purple and green areas by any choice of N = 0. It is an interesting open question whether the quantum capacity is positive in the white region.
